
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Guide to Getting your 

Foster Adopted 
 



 

Thank you for fostering for the Lynchburg Humane Society!  
We have been so impressed with our fosters over the years, and appreciate each and every one of you 
and all you do to help save lives! We have decided that we should not be having all the fun getting these 
amazing pets adopted, and that you should play a bigger role in getting your foster pets wonderful new 
homes! We want to include you in the adoption process and give you a new goal...Getting your foster 
adopted! By using your own social media, word of mouth, events, and many other opportunities, you will 
be able to find the right adopter, go through the counseling process with them, and help them finalize their 
adoption. You will lead the mission! You will be in control of the process! After all, you are the one who 
knows the pet better than anyone. That makes you the perfect person to help find their new family! 
 
So, what exactly do we expect from you (our amazing foster parent), and how will this all work? 
Of course your priority as a foster parent is to keep the pet(s) happy and healthy, but there is even more 
these little ones need from you... 
 

Your mission 
1. Promote, promote, promote! Post a new photo with a fun description of your foster pet on your 

facebook page and other social media sources at least once a week. Ask your friends and family 
to share this and have your email address available for people to contact you directly if they are 
interested in adopting. 

2. Tell your foster’s story anywhere and everywhere you go. Tell it at the grocery store, the office, 
the park. You never know who is looking for a new family member. Make your foster pet the town 
celebrity!  

3. Bring your foster to LHS for our special adoption days, or to our offsite adoption events. This is a 
great way to find potential adopters. You can speak with people coming in and promote your 
foster. Maybe they will adopt right then! Our foster coordinator will be emailing a monthly 
schedule out to you. This will give you all upcoming events that you are welcome to attend with 
your foster(s)!  

4. Find an adopter for your foster pet! Take calls or emails directly so you can set up meeting times 
for people to meet your foster pet. Make yourself available to get him/her a new loving home. You 
can meet at LHS anytime we are open.  

5. Seal the deal! Finalize the adoption.  
 

Guidelines for Marketing Your Foster Pet 
● Don’t use “STOP language”- This means do not use language that essentially will discourage 

people from wanting to meet the pet. Examples: “Not potty trained”, “Chews furniture”, etc. This 
information is not necessary in promoting the pet online, but is to be a conversation during the 
adoption counseling process. If your pet has behavioral challenges you will need to cast a wide 
net to get as many people interested as possible, and then during the individual counseling, let 
them know these challenges. These types of pets take a little more time and effort during the 
adoption process, letting potential adopters know their exact quirks etc. Full disclosure should 
ALWAYS be provided at the time of one on one conversation/meeting the pet/adoption, but not 
during the “marketing” process.  

● Be accessible. Being accessible will keep a potential adopter engaged and interested in the pet. 
Make meetings with potential adopters as easy to schedule as possible and try to be as quick 
with responses as you can. We understand you have your own jobs, families, etc. that you are 



 

juggling on top of being an incredible foster parent and we appreciate your willingness to help 
your foster babies find homes. We do know from experience that the sooner someone can meet a 
pet face to face and connect with them, the better the pet’s chances for adoption. Once the 
potential adopter meets your foster baby in person an emotional connection is more likely to be 
made.  

● Be creative. Don’t be afraid to try new things! Be adventurous with your pet’s story...Make a 
video, send a letter to the newspaper about your pet, make flyers to hang up at work and coffee 
shops! There are so many things you can do to get the word out about your pet. Be open minded 
and run with it! 

● Be everywhere. Post every place that will let you. The more places that people can see your pet’s 
face the closer you are to finding the perfect match for your friend. The content does need to be 
engaging and show all the fun and lovable things about your pet. Remember to keep disclaimers 
for the actual adoption process. Also, remember the phrase “out of sight, out of mind”. If people 
cannot see it, they do not know it exists. Let them know your foster friend needs a home.  
 

Steps, ideas, & tools to make it all happen 
There are an infinite number of ways to market your foster pet. Biographies are extremely important, but 
try to think outside the box when writing them. If you do not feel that you are a great writer, maybe your 
son, daughter, grandchild is. Let them help out! Consider including things like funny stories you have of 
something the pet did, or their cute quirky characteristics or personality traits. Include any in home 
behaviors that show your pet in a positive light and any skills they know or have been taught. Add the 
things they do that are absolutely adorable and shows who they really are. In this section we will list and 
explain how you can create many things that go into marketing a shelter pet. 

● First thing first- You may want to set up a separate “foster email” to communicate with potential 
adopters. There are many free options out there- gmail, yahoo, etc, and it will give you separation 
from your personal or work email. Instead of using your name in the address, use something 
foster related. Some fun examples: fostermom@..., or fabulousfoster@.... This keeps your name 
out of it for privacy purposes. If you choose to use gmail, you will have access to google drive to 
save all of your wonderful creations like flyers, facebook posts, etc.  

● Think of a gripping first sentence when promoting your foster pet- Why is a gripping first sentence 
so important? Your first sentence will either make the reader continue to read, or keep on 
scrolling. You are looking for text that will make an emotional connection with the reader and 
make them want to learn more about the pet. Here are some great examples and some 
not-so-great examples… 
 

Great Examples  Not-So-Great Examples 
Who is the chunkiest monkey around? Bobo is! Meet Roxy! (Everyone does it) 

When your foster mom asks for a family picture, but 
you are just too tired… (funny pic of kitten squinting) 

My name is George. (Boring!) 

 
● Take good photographs- Make sure the photos you are sharing to promote your foster pet are 

clear, bright, and happy! Photographs are a huge part of getting a pet adopted. Here are some 
tips on getting some great shots of your fur foster baby.  

mailto:fostermom@gmail.com
mailto:fabulousfoster@yahoo.com


 

1. If possible, work with a partner- it can be helpful to have a second person engaging the 
pet so you can take photos. 

2. Focus on the eyes- Eyes tend to create an emotional connection. Use them to your 
advantage and make them the focus in the photo.  

3. Focus on the pet’s personality- think about what they love. Whether that’s sleeping, 
eating, or playing, or focus on a quirk or characteristic that makes them special. That way 
you’ll capture a moment that represents what your pet is really like. 

4. Get down to the pet’s level- shoot at eye level. It gives your photos the feeling of a 
portrait rather than a simple snapshot, and helps you better capture the personality and 
expression of the pet. 

5. Take a lot of photos- Part of taking a successful pet portrait is persistence. Taking many 
photos will give you options to choose from and help you find one that captures your pet 
perfectly. 

6. Have treats ready for dogs- To keep your pooch focused on her photoshoot, have a 
handful of treats ready to reward her for performing. 

7. Wait for cats- Toys usually work best with kittens, but with adult cats too much motion 
can scare them away, so wait and watch. Once a cat feels comfortable, you can catch 
them in action, even if that action is just lounging around adorably. 

8. Take photos of dogs outside- Most dogs are naturally less stressed when outdoors and 
the backgrounds you have to choose from are beautiful and never ending. Lighting is 
always better outside as well and will give you more clear photos.  

9. Take photos of your foster pet with other pets or people/children. This shows how they 
are around other pets and people. This captures them in a wonderfully positive light.  

Here is an example of a great photo. The focus is all on 16 year old mabel and not on the background. Mable was 
adopted the same day this photo went on facebook. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

● Get great videos of your foster pet- Posting videos can give potential adopters the best picture of 
who your foster pet really is. Videos showcase your foster in a way that photos cannot. They 



 

show them your pet in action and they see proof what a great pet you have. Videos have the 
power to make that connection between a potential adopter and your foster pet before they even 
meet. Here are some tips on making a good video. 

1. Hold your phone camera horizontally, unless you are doing a facebook live video. This 
makes the picture wider and better to see.  

2. Try to capture the funny quirks, lovable moments, and sweet personality your pet has.  
3. Make sure the video is less than 60 seconds long. Most people have short attention 

spans. If the video is too long people will lose interest.  
● Create flyers to promote your foster pet- You can use Word or any program you’dlike to create 

the flyer. The design does not need to be intricate – simple is often best. Use one or two 
awesome photos, plus a short description. Include contact information. These flyers can be hung 
at your office, your school, the local coffee shop or anywhere that will let you hang a flyer! Print it 
yourself, or try making it into a poster at http://bit.ly/2uliyS4. 

● Make memes- Memes can be a fun and happy way to promote your foster pet. Memes start with 
a great photo and the image should be clear and focused. Photos that would usually be 
considered “outtakes” in traditional photography often work perfectly to use as a meme. 
Examples- strange facial expressions, eyes closed, a mid-step snapshot. Add your text to put a 
positive spin on the pet’s expression. You may want to use a photo with a single color 
background so the text shows up best. Over all, make sure the photo quality is good and the 
expression on the pet in your photo relates to the text you add to the meme.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Social Media Platforms 
There are many social media platforms you can use to promote your foster pet. If you are not familiar with 
them all, here is a list. 

● Facebook is surely the most common social media source and an easy one to use. 
● Instagram is a great place to post photos and videos of your foster pet. 
● Twitter- Introduce your followers to your foster pet by posting photos. 



 

● Nextdoor.com- This social media site is for neighborhoods.  
● Imgur- This social media site statistically has more men than other social media sites, which will 

open your marketing to a whole new demographic. 
● Reddit.com- Reddit is made up of many subreddits, try posting to relevant ones like: 

reddit.com/r/fosterdogs, reddit.com/r/fostercats, reddit.com/r/*yourcity* 
● Rescueme.org- This is a nonprofit organization that aims to help all breeds of dogs, cats and 

other animals find good homes anywhere in the world. You can post pets on the site, and they 
will send the pet’s information out to hundreds of potential adopters in our area within a couple of 
hours. 

● Pinterest can be used to upload your foster’s photo or flyer. Make sure to include your 
information for potential adopters.  

 

What’s Next? Counseling! 
Now that you have the tools needed to market your foster pet successfully, let’s get them adopted! Here 
are some tips on counseling potential adopters: 

● Ask relevant open ended questions- 
○ Tell me about your household… 
○ Do you have other pets? 
○ Do you have a regular vet? 

● Make sure to engage in the conversation. When people feel comfortable they will open up. You 
may not have to ask a bunch of questions because they will give all the information you need to 
know.  

● Take your time and listen. Try not to rush the process, and pay attention to what the potential 
adopter is telling you. 

● Have the potential adopter fill out the adoption information form you have been given.  
● Let them know the adoption fee (plus $10 microchip fee), but make sure to include everything that 

comes with that fee. 
○ Spay/Neuter 
○ Initial vaccinations 
○ Rabies Vaccine 
○ Pet name tag 
○ Free initial vet visit  

 
**Our adoption fees are there so we can continue to help pets! Most of our adoption fees do not even 
cover the cost of the spay/neuter of the pet. Sometimes we have VIP pets whose adoption fees will be a 
little more to help offset the cost of pets receiving medical treatment and harder to adopt pets. This allows 
us to save more lives!** 
 

Reading your Foster’s Body Language 
Sometimes meeting new people can be stressful on your foster pet. You may see these stress signals 
mainly in dogs. It is important to listen (watch) what he/she may be telling you. If your foster dog is 
showing these stress signals it is important to remove him from the situation right away and should not be 
pushed further. Dogs show these signs as a warning, and it is important that we listen. Pushing him 
further in a stressful setting could cause him to bite. 

 



 

● Some dog stress signals are: 
○ Excessive lip licking 
○ Excessive yawning 
○ Pacing 
○ Front paw raised  
○ Freezing (body stiffening) 
○ Side eye (looking out of the side of the eye, seeing more white of the eyes) 
○ Growling  
○ Snapping 

 

Finalizing the adoption 
You found the perfect match for your foster pet and now it is time to make the adoption official. Set up a 
time with the adopter to meet at LHS and finalize all paperwork. You will bring the pet into LHS at this 
time to finalize any vaccinations, microchip, dewormer, or anything else they may need. The adopter will 
also pay the adoption fee at this time.  
 
 
Remember our hours are: 

● Monday through Friday 11 am to 7 pm (Please make sure to get to LHS by 6:30 pm to complete 
the adoption process) 

● Saturday and Sunday 11 am to 5 pm (Please make sure to get to LHS by 4:30 to complete the 
adoption process) 

● We are only closed on Christmas and New Year's Day 
● We are open on Thanksgiving day from 6 pm to 9 pm 

 
the adoption is complete!  
Thank you for giving your time and love to your foster babies, and for finding them loving homes! The 
Lynchburg Humane Society takes in roughly 5,000 pets each year and keeps a save rate of 90% or 
better. We could not do this without you, our amazing fosters!  
 

Thank you for helping us save more lives!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


